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Abstract
We propose a new class of interconnection networks
called macro-star networks, which belong to the class of
Cayley graphs and use the star graph as a basic building
module. A macro-star network can have node degree that
is considerably smaller than that of a star graph of the same
size, and diameter that is asymptotically within a factor
of 1.25 from a universal lower bound (given its node degree). We show that algorithms developed for star graphs
can be emulated on suitably constructed macro-stars with
asymptotically optimal slowdown. In particular, we obtain
asymptotically optimal algorithms to execute the multinode broadcast and total exchange communication tasks in
a macro-star network, under both the single-port and the
all-port communication models.

1 Introduction
A large variety of topologies have been proposed and
analyzed in the literature [1, 11, 12, 14, 15, 17, 18, 19,
20, 23, 26, 30, 31] for the interconnection of processors
in parallel computer systems. Among them, the star graph
[1, 2] has received a lot of attention as an attractive alternative to the hypercube for parallel computers. The star
graph belongs to the class of Cayley graphs [3], is symmetric and strongly hierarchical, and has diameter and node
degree that are superior to those of a similar-sized hypercube. Also, it has been shown that a number of important
algorithms can be performed effi ciently on the star graph
[4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 13, 21, 22, 24, 25, 27].
Even though the hypercube and the star graph have desirable topological, algorithmic, and fault-tolerance properties, their node degrees are large when the network sizes
are large. To overcome this problem, constant-degree variants of these topologies, such as the cube connected cycles (CCC) [23], the de Bruijn graph [20], and the star connected cycles (SCC) [18], have been proposed and shown
to have several desirable properties. Other graphs pro† Research
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posed as alternatives to the hypercube include the hierarchical cubic network (HCN) [14], the hierarchical foldedhypercube network (HFN) [12], and the recursive hierarchical swapped networks (RHSN) [30, 31], all of which
have small degrees and diameters and can effi ciently emulate hypercube algorithms.
The purpose of this paper is to develop a new family of
parallel architectures that meet the following requirements:
1) small node degree, 2) small diameter, 3) symmetry properties, 4) effi cient emulation of popular topologies, 5) balanced traffi c, and 6) suitability for VLSI implementation.
We consider the fourth requirement important since emulation of popular topologies seems to be the fastest and most
cost-effective way to obtain a variety of algorithms for a
new topology. Since congestion is the limiting factor on the
performance when the network load is large, balanced utilization of the network links (the fi fth requirement) is also
important.
The macro-star (MS) networks introduced in this paper form a subclass of Cayley graphs and use the star
graph as a basic building module. MS networks are vertexsymmetric, hierarchical, and modularized, and their node
degree can be considerably smaller than that of similarsized star graphs. MS networks come at various sizes and
degrees, which are determined by two parameters l and n.
An MS l n network has N
nl 1 ! nodes, degree n
l 1, and diameter Θ logN loglog N . The diameter of an
MS l n network with l Θ n is asymptotically within a
factor of 1.25 from a universal lower bound. We show that
an MS network can emulate a star graph of the same size
with asymptotically optimal slowdown. As a consequence,
we obtain through emulation many effi cient algorithms for
the MS network, which indicates its versatility. In particular, we obtain asymptotically optimal algorithms to execute
basic communication tasks, such as the multinode broadcast and the total exchange [9, 13, 22, 28, 29], assuming either single-port or all-port communication. We also show
that the multinode broadcast and the total exchange task
cannot be performed in any interconnection networks with


























similar node degree in time that is asymptotically better by
more than a constant factor than the time required in a suitably constructed MS network, assuming either single-port
or all-port communication. The traffi c on all the links of
such MS networks is shown to be uniform within a constant
factor for all algorithms considered in this paper.
The MS networks compare favorably to many other popular topologies in terms of diameter, node degree, symmetry, and algorithmic properties, and they appear to be effi cient low-degree alternatives to the star graph for the construction of large-scale massively parallel systems.

2 Macro-Star Networks
In this section, we defi ne the macro-star network and introduce some related notation.
A permutation of k distinct symbols in the set 1 2
 k  is represented by U
u1:k u1 u2  uk , where ui 
1 2  k  and ui
u j for i
j, 1 i j
k. On the
set of all possible permutations of k symbols, we introduce
the following two types of operators, which are themselves
permutations and will be useful in defi ning the macro-star
topology and describing its algorithms.






















is equivalent to the transposition generator T i 1 n j for j
2 3  n 1.
A macro-star network MS l n is a Cayley graph that
has l levels of hierarchy and uses the n 1 -star as a nucleus. In this paper, the integer “ n” is exclusively used to
mean the n in the nucleus “ n 1 -star;” the integer “ l” is
exclusively used to mean the number of hierarchical levels
in the MS l n network. For convenience, we always let
k nl 1, which is the number of symbols in the permutation labeling a node of the MS l n network. We also use
Si to signify Sn i , suppressing the dependence on n, unless
explicitly stated otherwise.
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Defi nition 2.3 (Macro-Star MS l n Networks) :
An l-level macro-star network based on an n 1 -star is
defi ned as the graph MS l n
V E , where V
U
u1:k  ui u j  1 2  k  ui u j for i j, 1 i j k  is the
set of vertices, and E
U V  U V  V satisfying U
T j V or U Si V for 2 j n 1, 2 i l  is the set
of edges.






























j2 , denotes the sequence









Clearly, the MS l n network is a degree- l n 1 regular graph that has k!
nl 1 ! nodes, each corresponding
to a permutation of 1 2  k  . Since MS networks form a
subclass of Cayley graphs, they are vertex-symmetric.
We defi ne the ith block of node U as the sequence of symbols at positions i 1 n 2 i 1 n 3  in 1 in the
permutation of node U. According to Defi nition 2.3, two
nodes U and V of an MS l n network are connected by an
undirected link if and only if the permutation of node V can
be obtained from that of node U either by interchanging the
fi rst with the jth symbol of U for some j  2 3  n 1  ,
or by swapping the fi rst and the ith block of U for some i 
2 3  l  . The former corresponds to the actions of transposition generators, while the latter corresponds to the actions of swap generators. A link connecting node U to node
T j U , 2 j n 1, will be referred to as the dimension- j
nucleus link (or T j link) of nodes U and T j U . Similarly, a
link connecting node U to node Si U , 2 i l, will be referred to as the level-i inter-cluster link (or S i link) of nodes
U and Si U . Therefore, each node in an MS l n network
is connected to l n 1 neighboring nodes through n nucleus links and l 1 inter-cluster links.
In order to better understand the structural and recursive properties of macro-star networks, the following defi nitions will be useful.












Defi nition 2.2 (Swap Generator Sn i ) :
Given a permutation U u1:k , we defi ne the level-i swap
generator Sn i as the operator that interchanges the sequence of symbols u  i 1 n 2:in 1 with the sequence of symbols u2:n 1 in u1:k where 2 i l and k nl 1.
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l, we have











































Therefore, for i







where the notation u j1 : j2 , j1
u j1 u j1 1  u j2 .

















In other words, for i















Defi nition 2.1 (Transposition Generator Ti ) :
Given a permutation U u1:k , we defi ne the dimensioni transposition generator Ti , i 2 3  k, as the operator
that interchanges symbol ui with symbol u1 in u1:k .













Sn i u1:k




u1 u  i

1  n 2:in 1un 2:  i 1  n 1 u2:n 1 uin 2:k 

For example, for the permutation I
have

1 23 45 67 89, we


Defi nition 2.4 (Subgraph MS l n u j:k ) : Let u j:k be a
permutation of k j 1 distinct symbols in 1 2  k  ,
where j  1 2  k  . Then the graph MS l n u j:k is defi ned as the subgraph Vu j:k Eu j:k of the MS l n network,
where Vu j:k is the set of nodes of MS l n whose last k
j 1 symbols are equal to the sequence u j:k , and Eu j:k is
the set of links of MS l n that connect nodes in Vu j:k .


S2 2 I




1 45 23 67 89 S2 3 I






1 67 45 23 89 





It can be seen that the sequence of generators Sn i T j Sn i
which stands for the chain function
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The sequence of symbols u j:k will be referred to as the
permutation or label of the subgraph MS l n u j:k within
the MS l n network.

network in at most 4  5nl O 1 steps. In this section, we
present a slightly more complicated algorithm that reduces
the routing time to at most 2  5 nl l 1 steps.

Defi nition 2.5 (Level-i Clusters) : A level-i cluster of the
MS l n network, i 2 3  l, is defi ned as the subgraph
MS l n u j:k , where j
i 1 n 2, and u j:k is a permutation of k j 1 distinct symbols in 1 2  k  .

In our presentation, we assume that messages are transmitted as packets, each of which requires one unit of time
(or slot) for transmission over a link. Since the MS network
is vertex symmetric, we can assume, without loss of generality, that the destination is node I 123  k 1 k.



























































By the defi nition of the MS network, a level-i cluster
MS l n u  i 1 n 2:k is itself an MS i 1 n network. A
level-2 cluster of the MS l n network is an MS 1 n network and is identical to an n 1 -star; we will refer to
a level-2 cluster as the nucleus of the MS l n network.
The nucleus links of an MS l n network correspond to the
links within its nucleus n 1 -stars. Also a level-i intercluster link of an MS l n network, i 2, corresponds to a
link connecting two level-i clusters within the same leveli 1 cluster in the MS network, where the level- l 1
cluster refers to the MS l n network itself.
An MS l n network has k! k n ! MS l 1 n subgraphs as its level-l clusters, each of which has k
n ! k 2n ! MS l 2 n subgraphs as its level- l 1
clusters, and so on. Thus, an MS network can be constructed recursively from identical copies of smaller MS
networks. Fig. 1 shows the structure of an MS 2 2 network.
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do not contain symbols 2 and 3 in their permutations have a node
that is connected to some node in cluster MS . 2 / 2 / 23 0 .

3 Packet Routing and Topological Properties















Before giving a formal description of the routing algorithm, we illustrate through the example of Fig. 2 how to

route a packet from source node X 0
6 57 23 41 to destination node I 1234567 in an MS 3 2 network. We assume that t
2 3 1 is the initial value of the tag t (any
choice of the initial routing tag would do). Since the proxy
of position 6 is position 2, we fi rst interchange symbol 6
with symbol 5. The node holding the packet after the fi rst

hop is X 1 
5 67 23 41. To put symbol 5 at its proxy position, we then have to interchange it with symbol 1. Since
there is no generator in the MS 3 2 network to transpose
the two symbols directly, we fi rst swap blocks 1 and 3 of

node X 1 using generator S3 , so that the node holding the

packet after the 2nd hop is node X 2 
5 41 23 67. Note
that the 2nd position of the grey block (Fig. 2) is the proxy
of position 5 and should remain the proxy of position 5 after
being swapped. This can be easily accomplished by updating the routing tag so that t
2 1 3 . To complete Phase
1, symbols 5 and 1 are interchanged using the T3 link, and

the new location of the packet is node X 3  1 45 23 67. In
Phase 2, the blocks have to be rearranged so that they appear in the correct order. This can be done simply by swapping blocks 1 and 2 in the example of Fig. 2. The receiving
















In this section, we present an algorithm for packet routing and derive some basic properties of the MS network.

3.1

Packet Routing

As shown later (see Subsection 4.1), the MS l n network can emulate an nl 1 -star with a slowdown factor
not exceeding 3, assuming single-dimension communication. Through the emulation of routing algorithms developed for the star graph [1], we can obtain simple algorithms
to route a packet between any pair of nodes in an MS l n


















Fig. 1: The structure of an MS . 2 / 2 0 network. All clusters that



















The routing algorithm for the MS networks consists of
two phases, both of which have similarities with routing algorithms developed for star graphs. Recall that the routing algorithm in a star graph, when the destination node is
I 123  k 1 k, can be viewed as “ sorting” the symbols in the permutation of the source node so that symbol j
appears at position j. Similarly, the goal of Phase 1 in the
routing algorithm for an MS network is to place symbol j at
the proxy of position j, defi ned as follows. Given a permutation t of the l distinct integers in the set 1 2  l  , called
the routing tag t, the proxy of position j, j 1, is defi ned as
position t j1 1 1  n j0 2, where j0 j 2 mod n,
j1 21 j 2 n3 , and t j1 1 is the j1 1 -th element of
tag t. (Note that j1 j0  l n is the l n mixed radix representation [11] of j 2, and the proxy of position j is position t j1 1
1 j0  l n  2.) Position 1 is the proxy of
itself. When Phase 1 is completed, each symbol j will have
fallen in its proxy position, the proxy of position j. Then,
during Phase 2 of the routing algorithm, we use swap generators to rearrange the blocks so that symbols are placed
in the order in which they appear in destination node I.
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node has permutation I
destination.

1 23 45 67, which is the intended
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t t 1 1 : i, and exchange the values of
t 1 i and t 1 1 .
1.2.2: The packet is transmitted over the
Tx1 < 0 2 link.
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Phase 2: While t
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l , do
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– 2.1: If t 1 1
1, the packet is transmitted over
the Sq link, where q is chosen so that t 1 q
q. We also exchange the values of t 1 q and
t 1 1.
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– 2.2: The packet is transmitted over the St = 1  1 
link. We also exchange the values of t 1 t 1 1
and t 1 1 .
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Note that the goal of Phase 1 is to make all blocks clean.
Also note that Phase 2 is equivalent to packet routing from
source node t 1 to destination node 123  l in an l-star [1],
and the blocks remain clean during the process.
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3.2 Basic Properties

Fig. 2: Packet routing from source node X - 0 . to destination node
I. The initial routing tag chosen is t / . 2 / 3 / 1 0 , and the inverse
tag is, therefore, t 0 1 / . 3 / 1 / 2 0 . The black, white, and grey blocks
are proxies of blocks 3,1, and 2, respectively. The small integers p
that appear at the corners of the blocks indicate the proxy positions
for symbols p, p 132 2 / 3 /"454 4 / 7 6 .

To formally present the routing algorithm, we let X
x1:k always be the permutation of the node currently holding the
packet. We also defi ne x1 0 x1 2 mod n and
87
i t x1 2 n9 1 , both of which are updated immediately after each transmission. We also let t 1 be the inverse
function of t. A block will be referred to as dirty if it contains at least one symbol that is not at its proxy position;
otherwise, it is called clean.


















Recall that any permutation can be viewed as a set of cycles [1, 13, 16]. In the cycle notation each symbol’s position is that occupied by the next symbol in the same cycle
(cyclically). For example, the cycle notations of 341526
and 6572341 are 31 245 6 and 6425371 , respectively. In order to analyze the time required for the routing
algorithm A above, it is useful to introduce a proxy-cycle
notation for the nodes of the MS network. The proxy-cycle
notation is similar to the cycle notation, with the difference
that now it depends on the values of n and t. In a proxycycle notation each symbol’s proxy position is that occupied by the next symbol in the cycle (cyclically). For example, the proxy cycles of 3415267 when n 2 and t
2 3 1 are 32571 46 . Note that symbols transposed in
consecutive iterations that execute Step 1.2 in the algorithm
A (without executing Step 1.1) form a cycle in the proxycycle notation. For example, the proxy-cycle notation of

2 3 1 is given
the source node X 0  6 57 23 41 with t
by
651 2 3 4 7 


Packet Routing Algorithm A X I t t
:
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MS l n






Phase 1: While dirty blocks exist, do
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1.1.1: If block 1 is clean, the packet is transmitted over the Sq link, where q is chosen so that block q is dirty. We also set
t t 1 q : 1 and t t 1 1 : q, and exchange the values of t 1 q and t 1 1 .
1.1.2: The packet is transmitted over the Tp
link, where p is chosen so that p is not the
proxy of position x p .














;



– 1.2:







1.2.1: If i
1, the packet is transmitted
over the Si link. We also set t t 1 i : 1,
















Any symbol that is located at its proxy position appears as
a 1-cycle. It can be seen that, if two consecutive symbols
within a proxy cycle are located in the same block of the

source node (e.g., symbols 6 and 5 of node X 0  in Fig. 2),
one step suffi ces to put the former symbol to its proxy posi

tion (e.g., routing from X 0 to X 1 ); otherwise (e.g., sym 0
bols 5 and 1 of node X ), two steps are required (e.g., rout

ing from X 1  to X 3  in the example of Fig. 2). An upper
bound on the diameter of an MS l n network can be obtained by counting the worst case number of communication steps in algorithm A .
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– 1.1: If x1







Theorem 3.1 The diameter of the MS l n network is no
more than 2  5 nl l 1 .










Proof: If k is odd, the worst case for Phase 1 of the routing
algorithm A occurs when the fi rst symbol of the source is
1, and all the other symbols form proxy cycles consisting of
two symbols from different blocks. If k is even, one of the
worst cases occurs when all the symbols form proxy cycles
consisting of two symbols from different blocks. The time
required for Phase 2 is at most 1 1  5 l 1 3 , which is equal
to the diameter of an l-star [1]. Thus, the execution time of
algorithm A is no more than 2nl (total count for executing
Step 1.2) 1 nl 23 (for Step 1.1.2) l 1 (for Step 1.1.1)
1 3 .
1 1 5 l


















The number l of hierarchical levels in an N-node
MS l n network is given by

logN

l Θ
(2)
n loglogN 






Eq. (1) together with Eq. (2) imply that the node degree
d n l 1 of an MS l n network is minimized when
Θ  logN loglogN  , leading to the followl Θn
ing lemma.
















Lemma 3.4 The node degree of an N-node MS l n network is minimized and is equal to Θ  logN loglogN 
if and only if l Θ n .
















which implies the following corollary to Theorem 3.1.



It can be shown (the proof being similar to that given
in [30]) that the diameter of any MS network is asymptotically within a constant factor from a universal lower bound,
given its node degree. Moreover, when l Θ n , the ratio
of the diameter over its lower-bound for the MS l n network is asymptotically no more than 1  25.
Even though the diameter of an interconnection network
determines its delay under light load conditions, congestion
becomes the limiting factor on the performance when the
network load is large. It is therefore important that the utilization of the links is uniform, at least when the sources
and destinations of the packets are uniformly distributed
over all network nodes. The following theorem shows that
this is indeed the case for the MS l n network when l
Θn.
















Corollary 3.3 When the sources and destinations of the
packets are uniformly distributed over all nodes of an
MS l n network with l Θ n and the routing algorithm
A is used, the expected traffi c on the network links is
equally balanced within a constant factor.








Proof: This can be shown by computing the probability
with which each link is used. The expected traffi c on all
inter-cluster links (also, on all nucleus links) in an MS network is the same due to symmetry. The expected traffi c on
an inter-cluster link is inversely proportional to l 1, while
the expected traffi c on a nucleus link is inversely proportional to n. Thus, the expected traffi c is equally balanced
on all the network links when l Θ n .






Since n l 1 nl O log N loglogN for any positive integers n and l, the node degree of an N-node MS l n














network can take value in the range from Ω 
to
O logN loglog N , depending on the particular choice of
the parameters n and l.
As we will see later, the condition l Θ n , which leads
to balanced traffi c on all network links (Corollary 3.3) and
guarantees minimal node degree (Lemma 3.4) and best diameter over lower-bound ratio, also results in the optimal
emulation of the star graph under both the single dimension and the all-port communication models (Subsection
4.2). Moreover, the expected traffi c is also uniform for
algorithms emulating the star graph, assuming uniformly
generated packets for neighboring nodes (Section 4). As a
consequence, all these desirable properties can be achieved
at the same time on an MS l n network with l Θ n .
logN
log logN 



Corollary 3.2 The diameter of an N-node MS network is
Θ logN loglog N 
















Since the number of nodes in an MS l n network is N
k!
nl 1 !, we have that

log N
(1)
k nl 1 Θ
loglogN 

















4 Emulation of Star Graphs
In this section, we show how to emulate algorithms developed for a k-dimensional star graph on an MS l n network, where k nl 1. In our emulation algorithm, a node
in the k-star is one-to-one mapped on the node that has the
same permutation in the MS l n network. We show that
algorithms developed for the star graph can be emulated
on the MS l n network with asymptotically optimal slowdown, assuming either single-dimension or all-port communication. In other words, the dilation and congestion of
the embedding are asymptotically optimal, and the expansion and load are equal to 1.
















4.1 Single-Dimension Emulation
In this subsection, we assume the single-dimension communication (SDC) model, where the nodes are allowed to
use only links of the same dimension at any given time.
This communication model is used in some SIMD architectures to reduce the cost of implementation, and is also
suitable for parallel systems that use wormhole routing [10,
22]. Many algorithms developed for the star graph fall into

this category. The following theorem shows that under the
SDC model, the MS network can emulate a k-star with a
slowdown factor not exceeding 3, which is considerably
better than the slowdown factor required by an SCC graph
to emulate a similar-sized star graph.
Theorem 4.1 Any algorithm in a k-star under the SDC
model can be emulated on the MS l n network with a slowdown factor of 3.




Proof: The dimension- j links T j in a k-star can be emulated
by links
S j1 1 T j0 2 S j1 1


where j0 j 2 mod n, j1 1 j 2 n3 , and j1 0. That
is, each node sends the packet for its dimension- j neighbor via its S j1 1 link in step 1, then each node forwards the
packet received in step 1 via its T j0 2 link in step 2, and fi nally each node forwards the packet received in step 2 via
its S j1 1 link in step 3. It can be seen that each node receives the packet from its dimension- j neighbor (in the emulated star graph) in step 3.










Note that the slowdown factor of 3 is also the dilation
for embedding a k-star onto the MS l n network. The emulation result of Theorem 4.1 permits us to fi nd simple algorithms to execute certain prototype communication tasks in
an MS network. Two basic communication tasks that arise
often in applications are the multinode broadcast (MNB)
and the total exchange (TE) [9, 28, 29]. In the MNB, each
node has to broadcast a packet to all the other nodes of the
network, while in the TE, each node has to send a different (personalized) packet to every other node of the network. Miši´
c and Jovanovi´
c [22], have proposed strictly optimal algorithms to execute both tasks in time k! 1 and
k 1 ! o k 1 ! ‡ , respectively, in a k-star with singledimension communication. Using Theorem 4.1, the algorithms proposed in [22] give rise to corresponding asymptotically optimal algorithms for the MS l n network.






















4.2 Emulation Using All-Port Communication
We now consider the all-port communication model,
where a node is allowed to use all its incident links for
packet transmission and reception at the same time. The
packets transmitted on different outgoing links of a node
can be different. In what follows, we show that the MS l n
network can emulate a star graph of the same size with
asymptotically optimal slowdown.




Theorem 4.3 Any algorithm in a k-star with all-port communication can be emulated on the MS l n network with
a slowdown factor of max 2n l 1.










Proof: In Subsection 4.1, we have shown that an MS l n
network can emulate an nl 1 -star with a slowdown of
3 under the SDC model. The emulation algorithm with
all-port communication simply performs single-dimension
emulation for all dimensions at the same time with proper
scheduling to minimize the congestion. There exist several
schedules that guarantee the desired slowdown factor. The
details are omitted.














By properly choosing the parameters l and n, we can
emulate a star graph with all-port communication on an
MS l n network with asymptotically optimal slowdown
with respect to the node degrees.


Corollary 4.2 The total exchange task can be performed in
time Θ N logN loglogN in an N-node MS network under
the SDC model. This completion time is asymptotically optimal for the total exchange task over all interconnection
networks that have N nodes and degree O logc N , where
c O 1 , assuming single-port communication.
















of at least Ω logN loglog N . Therefore, the total number of packet transmissions required to execute the TE task
is Ω  N 2 log N loglogN . Since at most N transmissions
(one per node) can take place simultaneously under the
single-port communication model, the corollary follows.
When the dimensions of the links used by an algorithm
in the star graph are consecutive, the algorithm can be emulated even more effi ciently. For example, we can obtain
an optimal algorithm (within a factor of 1, asymptotically)
to execute the multinode broadcast task in the MS network,
by emulating the corresponding algorithm given in [22] for
star graphs. In other word, the multinode broadcast task can
be performed in time N o N in an N-node MS network
under the SDC model.



Corollary 4.4 Any algorithm in a k-star with all-port communication can be emulated on the MS l n network with
asymptotically optimal slowdown if l Θ n [or equivalently, if the node degree is Θ  logN loglogN ].














Proof: The completion time follows from Theorem 4.1
through emulating the TE algorithm given in [22]. It
is well known that any interconnection network with N
nodes of degree O logc N has mean internodal distance
‡



If f N  o g N  , limN 

∞

f N  g N  0 

Proof: It follows from Lemma 3.4, Theorem 4.3, and the
fact that a graph of degree Θ   logN loglogN  cannot
emulate a graph of degree Θ logN loglog N with a slowdown smaller than Θ   log N loglogN  , under the allport communication model.








Note that the slowdown factor of Θ  log N loglogN 
is also the congestion for embedding a k-star on an MS l n
network with l
Θ n . Therefore, no graph that has N
nodes and degree Θ  logN loglogN  can embed an
N-node star graph with asymptotically better congestion
(by more than a constant factor) than that achieved by an
MS l n network with l Θ n .
Fragopoulou and Akl [13] have given optimal algorithms to execute the multinode broadcast and the total exchange communication tasks in a k-star with all-port communication in time Θ k 1 ! and Θ k! , respectively.
Emulating their algorithms leads to the following asymptotically optimal algorithms.










This lower bound is of the same order of magnitude with
the time required to emulate the total exchange algorithm
[13] developed for the star graph on the MS l n network
with l Θ n .


























5 Scaling up the MS Networks
In this section, we briefl y present several ways to scale
up an MS network with a smaller step size, while preserving many of its desirable properties.
The fi rst method is to provide more fl exible connectivity at the top level. Consider a network that consists of k
n ! k! identical copies of the MS l n network. A node
in this network is represented by k n symbols, where
1 n n. Each node in this variant network is connected
through an additional link to a new neighbor whose permutation is obtained by swapping the fi rst n symbols with the
last (additional) n symbols of the node label. Most of the
results derived in this paper (for example, the emulation algorithms presented in Subsections 4.1 and 4.2) can be applied to this variant topology either directly or with minor
modifi cations. The algorithm described in Section 3 to perform routing can also be used with minor modifi cations, by
viewing the last n (additional) symbols of a node as block
l 1, and the variant topology as an l 1 -level MS network. An upper bound on the diameter of the variant topology can then be found to be 2  5nl O n l .
We can also scale up an MS network by using strategies
similar to those used in the construction of the clustered star
and incomplete star [19], or using strategies based on Cayley coset graphs [15].


















Corollary 4.5 The multinode broadcast task can be performed in asymptotically optimal time Θ  N  loglogN
log N  in
an MS l n network with l Θ n . This completion time
is asymptotically optimal for the multinode broadcast task
over all interconnection networks that have N nodes and
degree Θ   logN loglog N  , under the all-port communication model.










Corollary 4.6 The total exchange task can be performed in
in an MS l n network with l Θ n .
time Θ  N 
This completion time is asymptotically optimal for the total
exchange task over all interconnection networks that have
N nodes and degree Θ  logN loglog N  , under the allport communication model.
log N
loglogN 











Proof: Since the total exchange can be performed in an
N-node star graph in Θ N time [13], it can be completed
in time O  N  log N loglogN  in an MS l n network








with N nodes of degree Θ  logN loglog N  through emulation (Theorem 4.3), assuming all-port communication
and l Θ n . It is well known that the mean internodal
distance of an N-node graph with degree Θ logc N , where
c
O 1 , is at least Ω log N loglogN . Since the total number of packets that have to be exchanged to perform a total exchange is N 2 N, the total number of packet
transmissions is at least equal to Ω  N 2  logN loglog N  
Since the total number of transmissions that can take
place simultaneously in an N-node interconnection network of degree Θ   logN loglogN  is at most equal to
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6 Conclusion
In this paper, we have proposed a new class of interconnection networks for modular construction of massively
parallel computers. MS networks have desirable algorithmic and topological properties, while using nodes of small
degree, making them considerably less expensive to implement. We showed that MS networks have asymptotically
optimal diameter, and we presented an effi cient algorithm
to perform routing in them. We also developed effi cient algorithms to emulate the star graph, and asymptotically optimal algorithms to execute the MNB and TE communication
tasks in an MS network, under both the single-port and the
all-port communication models. In all routing algorithms,
the expected traffi c was shown to be balanced on all links
of the MS l n network for l O n . We have also generalized the construction of MS networks by replacing each
nucleus star graph with an MS network of the same size.
We believe that the MS network and its variant topologies
can fi t the needs of high-performance interconnection networks, and appear to be effi cient low-degree alternatives to
the star graph for building large-scale parallel architectures.


O  N  logN loglogN  with the all-port communication
model, the time required to perform the total exchange must
be at least
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